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Casa Oceano
Price:  USD 350.000

Location:  Simpson Bay

Bathrooms:  1

Bedrooms:  1

A gem on the beach of Simpson Bay.  Who hasn't had a dream to 
own a piece of paradise directly on one of the most beautiful 
beaches on Sint Maarten? Well, this is your chance to make that 
dream into a reality.  Casa Oceano is a one bedroom ground floor 
apartment located in a boutique apartment complex with only 4 
units so no large condo fees, lots of privacy. Perfect relaxed 
Caribbean Living.  The apartment has an unobstructed view of the 
ocean and features a spacious living room with open kitchen, one 
bathroom, and large bedroom. The unit is a corner unit which 
allows for lots of caribbean sunlight to brighten up the home. A 
gorgeous cross breeze throughout the unit.  The outdoor space is 
great with a terrace and garden area along side the entire unit 
making the outdoor area cozy and plenty of space for gardening, 
BBQ, outdoor dining, lounging and direct access with a small step 
to the beach,.  Designed by a renowned architect of the island, the 
structure of this building is fabulous. With a location directly on the 
beach and ocean, deep pilings were used and built elevated from 
beach height to avoid flooding with storms. Hurricane protection 
also provided. No damage with Hurricane Irma!  Property is deeded 
property!  Income Property With the low maintenance costs and 
absolutely perfect location, this apartment is ideal for short term 
rental investment. Who does not want to vacation directly on the 
beach, within walking distance of many restaurants, groceries, 
banks, other beaches and less than 10 minutes away from the 
airport, yet located perfectly so you have no noise hinderance of 
the airport.  Let's go and take a look. This might be that ONE 
property you were waiting for! I guarantee you when they say. 
Location is key! This is it! 
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